Zurn Hydrants offer ease of installation and excellent durability.

**Z1327-EZ and Z1350-EZ**
- All fabricated stainless steel constructed box provides a long-lasting finish.
- Mounting braces provide fast, rigid installation of the hydrant box assembly.
- Hydrant box and braces are designed to fit inside of a standard 2 x 4 stud wall on 16” or 24” centers.
- Mounting braces allow hydrant box assembly to be easily adjusted left or right to a desired location, and locked in place prior to finished wall placement.
- Mounting braces eliminate the use of additional material on a job site to form and adjust the braces to fit within the wall and accommodate the hydrant.

**Z1320-EZ**
- All fabricated stainless steel constructed box provides a long-lasting finish.
- Hydrant box is designed to fit in one standard modular brick course.
- Wide flange surface hides the wall rough-in opening after installation.
- Hydrant cover opens downward with a full 180° rotation.
- Optional wall clamp assembly provides rigidity and helps secure hydrant box to the wall.

Zurn Hydrants offer ease of installation and excellent durability.
Zurn Z1320-EZ, Z1327-EZ and Z1350-EZ
Encased Wall Hydrants

Z1320-EZ
Eclootrol Ceramic Disc Wall Hydrant
Encased, Non-Freeze, Anti-Siphon, Automatic Draining


Note: This ASSE 1019 devise shall not be subjected to more than twelve hours of continuous water pressure.

Z1327-EZ
Narrow Wall Hot/Cold Hydrant with Mounting Brackets
Encased, Moderate Climate


Z1350-EZ
Narrow Wall Hydrant with Mounting Brackets
Encased, Moderate Climate


NOTE: Caulking of inside joints by others.
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